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Lecture outline

● Introducing physics (why superpressure balloons?)

● 1940 – 1970: The early endeavours

● 1971 – 1972: The Eole project 

● 1975 – 2000: An increasing competition with 
satellites

● 2005 – 2019: A renewed interest

● Current state of the art
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Definition

● Long-duration balloon
Balloons that can withstand flights longer than ~ 1 
day

● Counter examples

– Standard weather (rubber) balloon: 1-3 hr

– Most zero-pressure (plastic) balloons: hours

● Examples

– Zero-pressure balloons in the summertime polar 
stratosphere (permanent sun light)

– Superpressure balloons

– Piccard’s “Rozière” balloon 
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● (simple) Equation of balloon motion on the vertical

vertical      buoyant   gravity density difference   
acceler.       force   

● For the balloon to ascend, we want :
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● (simple) Equation of balloon motion on the vertical

vertical      buoyant   gravity density difference   
acceler.       force   

● For the balloon to ascend, we want :

● Using the perfect gas law, 
and assuming (for the sake of simplicity) that 
the gas pressure and temperature inside the balloon
are the same than those of the outside air  

Number of
gas moles
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● Hence, for a typical stratospheric helium-filled super-
pressure balloon:

for a spherical balloon
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● Hence, for a typical stratospheric helium-filled super-
pressure balloon:

● Very importantly, once the mass of gas is adequately 
chosen, a perfectly elastic balloon will constantly 
ascend in the atmosphere… and its volume will 
constantly increase (due to decreasing air pressure)

– There is no perfectly elastic material => rubber balloons burst at 
some point!

for a spherical balloon
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● What if the balloon volume cannot exceed a 
maximum value? e.g.                    
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● What if the balloon volume cannot exceed a 
maximum value? e.g.                    

Closed balloon:
superpressure

Open balloon: 
gas leak
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Physics of lighter-than-air objects

● What if the balloon volume cannot exceed a 
maximum value? e.g.                    

Equilibrium altitude
Closed balloon:
superpressure

Open balloon: 
gas leak

(Superpressure balloon)
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Japan, World War II, 
Fugo project

● In 1944, Japanese have developed zero-
pressure paper/silk balloon able to fly in 
the jet stream region (~ 7-10 km) for a 
few days, i.e. capable of crossing the 
Pacific Ocean

– estimated 9000 launches (!) of 300 kg (!) 
balloons during 1944-1945 winter

– 1000 reached the American continent

– 6 dead, some forest fires 

Canadian war museum

Sandbag ballast

Incendiary bombs

Batteries, barometer, timer
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US Navy Transosonde
1957-1959 

● The Fugo fostered interests in long-duration 
balloons in the US after WWII

● The US Navy developed the 
Transosonde program to gather 
meteorological observations over 
the otherwise poorly observed 
Pacific Ocean

– 13-m diameter zero-pressure
plastic balloons, 300 kg load

– Localization by radio triangulation

– 200 balloons in 2 years

– Upper-air flow over the Pacific,
ageostrophic component

– But concerns of accident w/ airplanes!
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The GHOST program
1966-1970

● Vince Lally’s team (NCAR) has pioneered the 
development of superpressure balloons in the 60’s

– Much lighter payload and balloon than previously

● 280 launches from Christchurch, NZ

– Global, remote flights between 700 and 30 hPa

– Lifetime strongly flight-level depending
● Weeks below 400 mb (icing, supercooled droplets)
● Several months @ 100-200 hPa (max 744 days)
● Positioning difficult (pre-GPS!), only during day

– Hampered wind measurements
● GHOST technological advances paved the way 

for following long-duration balloon programs

Lally and Lichfield, 1969

NCAR, 1980

Lally, 1969
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Eole early days

● Exchanges in the course of the GHOST project between 
V. Lally and J. Blamont and P. Morel (from the just born 
CNES) enabled to transfer the super-pressure balloon 
technology to France

– In the mid 60’s, NASA started to focus its funding on 
satellite meteorology

● CNES profited from the most recent ideas to 
overcome positioning issues

– A space-borne data collecting system
(Global Interrogation Recording and Location System)

● The Eole project 

– Focus on the Southern Hemisphere circulation that was 
largely unknown at that time (and w/ less airplanes)

– 3.7 m diameter superpressure balloons @ 200 hPa 
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Eole flights
1971-1972

● Eole satellite launched on Aug. 16th, 1971

● Balloons launched between 
Aug. 1971 and Dec. 1972

– 480 balloons… but one operator incident!

– Mean lifetime: 300 days, 14 > 1 year

– Full coverage of the Southern Hemisphere

● Observations

– Pressure, temperature, 
3-D position (2-km accuracy)

– ~ 6 observations/day per balloon

Morel and Bandeen, 1973

Hertzog et al., 2006
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Eole scientific results
● First long-duration balloon project 

that led to many scientific studies

– First SH daily weather maps 
(over the whole campaign period)

– General circulation feature 
Hadley cell, subtropical jet 

– Atmospheric motion spectra

– … and even recent publications!

Morel and Bandeen, 1973

Morel and Desbois, 1974

Desbois, 1975

Lacorata et al., 2004

Hertzog et al., 2006
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TWERLE
1975

● Tropical Wind, Energy Conversion and Reference Level Experiment 
was the next long-duration balloon project (NCAR)

– Inherited from balloon/communication 
developments of GHOST and EOLE programs

– Focus on tropical upper troposphere (150 hPa)

– 440 3.5-m diameter superpressure balloon launches 
from tropics + Christchurch

● Mean liftime: 100 days (ChCh), 50 (tropics); max 1yr

– Communication and positioning achieved with 
an IRLS sucessor (onboard Nimbus 6) 

Twerle Team, 1977
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TWERLE scientific results

● Scientific topics similar to EOLE’s

– Climatology, general circulation, balloon dispersion

● But TWERLE introduced the study of gravity waves 
with long-duration balloons

– Specific gondolas with 9-min sampling for 3-8 hours 
enabled to obtain information on short scales

– Opened the way for global-scale gravity-wave 
observations (which is still lacking)
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Other projects
● NASA Carrier Balloon System (1970-1977)

● 21-m diameter superpresssure balloons able to
carry dropsonde capabilities

● 30 balloons @ 30 hPa, payload ~ 100 kg
● Stratospheric flow in the tropics

● NOAA/NASA FGGE/TCLBS (1979)
● 313 4-m diameter superpressure balloons @ 150 hPa in the tropics
● Argos system for position/communication (successor of EOLE system)
● Observations mostly used in NWP models

● CNES Balsamine (1979)
● 88 2-m diameter superpressure balloons @ 900 hPa to study the summer 

Indian monsoon inflow

A CBS flight in Kourou 
(1975)

Cadet, 1978

Reverdin and Sommeria, 1983
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Other projects
● NASA Carrier Balloon System (1970-1977)

● 21-m diameter superpresssure balloons able to
carry dropsonde capabilities

● 30 balloons @ 30 hPa, payload ~ 100 kg
● Stratospheric flow in the tropics

● NOAA/NASA FGGE/TCLBS (1979)
● 313 4-m diameter superpressure balloons @ 150 hPa in the tropics
● Argos system for position/communication (successor of EOLE system)
● Observations mostly used in NWP models

● CNES Balsamine (1979)
● 88 2-m diameter superpressure balloons @ 900 hPa to study the summer 

Indian monsoon inflow

A CBS flight in Kourou 
(1975)

Cadet, 1978

Reverdin and Sommeria, 1983

Note humidity 
issues
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Other projects
A CBS flight in Kourou 
(1975)

Holzworth and Hu, 1995

● NASA Carrier Balloon System (1970-1977)
● 21-m diameter superpresssure balloons able to

carry dropsonde capabilities
● 30 balloons @ 30 hPa, payload ~ 100 kg
● Stratospheric flow in the tropics

● NOAA/NASA FGGE/TCLBS (1979)
● 313 4-m diameter superpressure balloons @ 150 hPa in the tropics
● Argos system for position/communication (successor of EOLE system)
● Observations mostly used in NWP models

● CNES Balsamine (1979)
● 88 2-m diameter superpressure balloons @ 900 hPa to study the summer 

Indian monsoon inflow

● NASA ELBBO (1992-1993)
● 6 CBS-type balloons to study atmospheric electricity
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Other projects
● CNES “MIR”  (1978-2008)

● Zero-pressure hot-air balloon, with an aluminized cap to produce a 
greenhouse effect in the balloon, and maintain buoyancy during night

– Altitude different during day (~30 km)/night (~20 km)
strongly varies with infrared flux at night

● ~ 40 flights over 30 years
● Mean lifetime ~ 3 weeks; max : 71 days

– MIR is no longer positively buoyant when nighttime IR flux is very low, 
i.e. over deep convective clouds… and is therefore no longer used

● Stratospheric dynamics and chemistry
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Long-duration ballooning after 
the 70’s

● Long-duration balloons have proven very useful to 
gather upper-air observations over remote areas…

● … but after 1979, this is increasingly challenged by 
the development of satellite meteorology

● Furthermore, there remained important drawbacks 
associated with long-duration balloons at that time

– Month-long flights only near/above the tropopause
while improving weather forecast was the most important concern

– Positioning accuracy was limited
~ 2 km with ARGOS 

– Balloon reliability was still problematic
which translates into project cost 

Angell, 1972

CBS early flights
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Post-2000 perspectives 
for long-duration balloons

● Scientific motivations

– The discovery of the ozone hole by J. Farman (1985) 
renewed interest in stratospheric chemistry and dynamics

– More recently, the role of the stratosphere in the Earth 
climate has been acknowledged, leading to raising the lid of climate 
models and urging for a better understanding of stratospheric processes

● Technological advances

– GPS has become publicly available in 2000

– Telecommunication systems are continuously improving, 
enabling higher data rate between remote balloons and lab

– Superpressure balloon technology has also improved in the 
early 2000’s, leading to higher flight reliability 
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The CNES Strateole project
2005

● In this context, R. Sadourny/H. Teitelbaum/F. Vial (LMD) 
proposed the Strateole project to CNES in the early 
1990’s

– Study the transport of ozone-poor air masses through the 
edge of the polar stratospheric vortex in spring

– Use stratospheric superpressure balloons that enable 
quasi-Lagrangian observations, which no other observation 
platform is able to provide

● After several delays, the campaign eventually took 
place in 2005

– 27 8.5/10-m diameter balloons @ 50/70 hPa from 
McMurdo, Antarctica

– Mean lifetime ~ 60 days, max: 109 days

– 15-min Pressure/Temperature/Wind observations 
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The CNES Strateole project
2005

~ 150 000 obs

Hertzog et al., 2007

T
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The CNES Strateole project
2005

~ 150 000 obs

Hertzog et al., 2007

Gravity-wave studies 
over Antarctica

U, V
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AMMA (2006) and Concordiasi (2010)

● Following CNES long-duration balloon projects

– AMMA focused on African Monsoon
● 6 Strateole-type balloons with dropsonde 

capabilities (collaboration with NCAR)

● Study of hurricane genesis over 
the Atlantic ocean

● First use of the Iridium space communication system
– Concordiasi over Antarctica (collaboration with NCAR)

● 19 12-m diameter superpressure balloons 
@ 50 hPa

● Improved instrumentation: 
particle counter, ozone, dropsondes

● Advances assimilation of IASI-satellite 
products in NWP models over icy surfaces

Cohn et al., 2007
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Current state of the art
● NASA ULDB project, 2000- 

– 100-day flights for Astronomy/Astrophysics
● ~100-m diameter pumpkin-shape superpressure balloons 

able to carry 2.7 tons(!) @ 30 km
● Still in development: ~ 10 flights
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Current state of the art
● NASA ULDB project, 2000- 

– 100-day flights for Astronomy/Astrophysics
● CNES Strateole-2 (France-US), 2019-2024

– Follow-on of Strateole/Concordiasi

– 50 12/13-m diameter superpressure balloons

– Focus on tropical UTLS
● Wave generated by convection, QBO driving
● Transport across tropical tropopause, dehydration, wave/microphysics 

interactions
● Improvement of weather forecasts in the tropics, cal-val of ESA Aeolus 

mission

– Multi-parameter platform
● 30-s met observations, water vapor, ozone, carbon dioxide, 

backscattering lidar, 2-km long profiles of temperature, GPS radio-
occultation, ...
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Current state of the art
● NASA ULDB project, 2000- 

– 100-day flights for Astronomy/Astrophysics
● CNES Strateole-2 (France-US), 2019-2024

– Follow-on of Strateole/Concordiasi in the tropics
● (Google) Loon project, 2013-

– Provide internet to remote places through
a fleet of superpressure balloons

● Altitude-controlled (steerable), pumpkin-shape balloons

– 100’s of flights 
● Wealth of met obs now considered by NWP agencies
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Current state of the art
● NASA ULDB project, 2000- 

– 100-day flights for Astronomy/Astrophysics
● CNES Strateole-2 (France-US), 2019-2024

– Follow-on of Strateole/Concordiasi in the tropics
● (Google) Loon project, 2013-

– Provide internet to remote places through
a fleet of superpressure balloons

● Thalès Stratobus, 2014-

– Motorized blimp balloons for 
surveillance/navigation/communication

● Up to 250-kg payload @ 19 km for 1 yr
● First flight in 2022
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Thank you for your attention!
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10 flights
Tropical tropopause

In-situ sensors 

  STRAT1

• TSEN
• BeCOOL:

Backscattering lidar
• ROC: GPS RO
• BOLDAIR: radiometer

  TTL1

• TSEN
• SAWfPHY: 

water vapor
• B-Bop: ozone
• LOAC: 

particle counter

  TTL2

• TSEN
• Pico-SDLA: 

methane & CO2
• FLOATS: continuous

temperature profiles 
down to 2 km below
the balloon

  TTL3

• TSEN
• LPC: particle counter
• RACHuTS: nighttime

profiles of temperature,
particles and
water vapor down to 2 km
below the balloon

  STRAT2

• TSEN : wind, 
temperature, pressure

10 flights
Lowermost startosphere

Remote sensing 

Strateole-2 balloon configuration
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